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Abstract
This review of urban lightning research begins with a description of cloud-to-
ground flash data and some of the conditioning practices related to their use.
Urban lightning studies from the United States and internationally are then
examined to distill findings as well as to compare and contrast the modes of
inquiry among the meteorologists, climatologists, engineers, and geographers
who study lightning. In summary, these investigations convey how urban heating,
building-induced surface friction, aerosols, and specificities such as local physiog-
raphy and synoptic setting are intertwined causal mechanisms underlying urban
flash modification. A tension among methodological approaches in these studies
circumscribes how questions are posed, and how findings are valued and
ultimately synthesized. Flash research tends to follow either a descriptive pheno-
menological approach or a foundational approach in which prediction and
mechanism are paramount. Selecting the spatial extent of an urban lightning study
and the methods to assess the statistical embeddedness of flash counts within
thunderstorms events are two other methodological points of contention. City-
to-city comparisons and integrated analysis of aerosols, precipitation, and flashes
over multiple scales are important directions for future research.

Introduction

Cities have long been recognized for a propensity to modify their
weather and climate (Ruddiman 2003; Von Storch and Stehr 2006; Yow 2007).
The first meteorological studies in North America to assess changes in
thunderstorm activity around urban areas relied on direct observational
and instrumental evidence. These investigations articulated the first
formal hypotheses about how urban areas modify convection and the
frequency of thunderstorms (Changnon et al. 1971; Huff and Changnon
1973). With the advent of lightning detection networks in the mid to
late 1980s and the computational power to analyze large volumes of
strike data, a range of studies has verified that cities modify the patterns
of lightning in their vicinity. Urban lightning studies now seek to
build more understanding of mechanisms, the relative importance of
different explanatory variables, and how cities vary in their flash patterns.
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In industrialized nations, land cover change for urbanization in and
around cities outpaces population growth in them (Pickett et al. 2001).
And as evidence for a range of urban weather effects has become more
certain, an interest in urban weather hazards has grown among forecasters,
planners, and the insurance industry (Best 2006; Dabberdt et al. 2000).
With burgeoning urban populations and land use conversion, the question
of how these densely built areas will influence local weather patterns and
the hazards that emerge from them takes on more urgency (Pickett et al.
2001).

The goal of this article is to review recent studies of urban lightning.
We focus on findings from the second wave of studies that utilize ground-
based lightning detection networks. These networks archive the location
and time of cloud-to-ground flashes. We begin with a review of cloud
electrification and the flash data available for urban research. Next, we
report the findings of the relatively small number of urban lightning
investigations relying on these ground-based networks. We describe stud-
ies conducted in Atlanta, Georgia; Houston, Texas; and among several
cities of the US Midwest as part of Westcott’s (1995) characterization of
urban flashes. Significant work has also emerged in Brazil, Spain, France,
and Korea. Where appropriate, we introduce findings from research on
urban convection and precipitation that provides insight into how cities
modify lightning production. The last third of this article is a discussion
of methodological tensions within urban lightning research and a synopsis
of directions for future research.

Cloud-to-Ground Flash Data

A basic understanding of cloud electrification is a prerequisite for under-
taking research on urban lightning. Even though there are a few contrasting
views on the details of lightning initiation (Dwyer 2005), most introductory
meteorology texts (Ahrens 1994) should communicate the basic principles
of the non-inductive charge separation process that electrifies clouds
(MacGorman and Rust 1998; Saunders 1993; Takahashi 1978). Thunder-
storms contain hydrometeors of different sizes with different surface properties.
Within the mixed phase region of a developing thunderstorm, collisions
of hail, graupel, and ice crystals in the presence of supercooled water leads
to the transfer and accumulation of positive and negative charges. Under
the influence of updrafts and gravitational sedimentation, these particles
and their characteristic polarity segregate into different regions within a
developing cumulonimbus. Eventually, the voltage potentials that build
within individual clouds, between clouds, and between the cloud and the
ground break down, leading to the production of positive or negative
polarity flashes. Most of the flashes produced by a thunderstorm are
intracloud strikes (Prentice and Mackerras 1977). A wealth of phenomena
is embedded in a single flash, from step leaders, dart leaders, and multiple
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return strokes, giving rise to an underestimated complexity of what comprises
a single ‘flash’ (Rakov and Uman 2007).

Ground-based detection networks generate highly precise locational
datasets of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes. The US National Lightning
Detection Network maintained by Vaisala Inc. (Vaisala 2007) consists of
an array of more than 100 detection sensors distributed across North
America (Grogan 2004). These sensors process time and position infor-
mation for each flash and its subsequent return strokes (Krider et al.
1976). Prior to network upgrades in 1995, detection efficiency was 65–
80% and positional accuracy ranged from 2–4 km. After upgrades in
1994–1995, detection efficiencies of 80–90% and locational accuracies of
500 m were achieved. Upgrades in 2002–2003 resulted in greater than
90% detection efficiencies. Other improvements made in 2002–2003
include a greater sensitivity to the detection of low minimum peak cur-
rent and flash multiplicity. In general, detection efficiencies may show
some slight geographic variability due to the location of National
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) sensors relative to the flash (Biagi
et al. 2007).

Users of NLDN data need to consider several data conditioning issues.
Because upgrades in 1995 and 2002–2003 began to detect low amperage
positive polarity intracloud flashes, it is recommended that positive polarity
flashes <10–15 kiloamps be removed from the analysis dataset (Cummins
et al. 1998; Wacker and Orville 1999). Second, studies spanning the inter-
vals over which these upgrades went online must decide whether or not
to combine periods that have different detection efficiencies. The decision
as to whether or not to combine pre-1995 data with post-1995, or pre-
2002–2003 with later data should be a function of how the data are to be
used. The bin size, or grid cell resolution, to count and summarize flashes
is also important (Schultz et al. 2005). Urban lightning maps have varied
from a resolution of 2 × 2 km (Stallins et al. 2006) to grid cells 5 km on
a side (Steiger and Orville 2003), up to 9 × 9 km (Pinto et al. 2004).

Research using lightning data is no longer limited to a single data
provider. The US Precision Lightning Network (USPLN 2007) is a
ground-based network that has entered the private cloud-to-ground flash
detection market. Ground-based lightning sensor arrays are found in many
countries, including China, Australia, throughout Europe. Smaller
regional networks, built for specialized research or safety interests, are also
becoming more common. A growing number of vendors provide satellite-
detected flash data. NASA’s Global Hydrology and Climate Center
(GHCC 2007) archives intracloud and cloud-to-ground flash data col-
lected by the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) aboard the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission satellite as well as older flash data collected by the
Optical Transient Detector. These data are at coarser resolutions and
larger spatial extents than NLDN data (Boccippio et al. 2000; Mach et al.
2007).
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Relevant Studies

Although there have been no pronounced and consistent anomalies in
some strike descriptors like multiplicity (the number of return strokes) and
peak current in urban areas (Pinto et al. 2004; Steiger et al. 2002), two
general findings have remained consistent across many cities (Kar et al.
2007). First, cloud-to-ground flash densities increase, particularly down-
wind of the city center (Figure 1). Second, the percentage of positive
polarity cloud-to-ground flashes has been found to decrease. Yet, when
comparing flash characteristics between cities, one should be aware of
changes in flash production that vary across latitudes, climatic zones, and
altitudes (Orville and Huffines 2001; Reap 1986).

A maximum in lightning flash density (3 flashes/km2/year) developed
over the northwest of Bilbao, a city in the Basque country of Spain
with a sizeable industrial component (Areitio et al. 2001). This maxi-
mum was persistent for 3 years of a 4-year study. In a 2-year survey
(1992–1994) of nine small towns in central Spain, ranging in size from
several thousand to 300,000, only two lacked increases in downwind
flash counts (Soriano and De Pablo 2002). Although these two towns
did not manifest downwind flash augmentation, one had a peak directly

Fig. 1. Downwind augmentation of cloud-to-ground lightning activity for Atlanta, Georgia,
when mid-level (700 mb) winds originate out of the northwest. Number of total cloud-to-
ground flashes (left) and number of thunderstorms producing flashes (right). Area show is the
northern half of Georgia. Counts for flashes and thunderstorm flash events are tallied in
2 × 2 km grid cells. Flashes are from May to September (1995–2003) on days dominated by
air mass conditions. Flashes shown represent thunderstorms that produced at least one flash
within the circular area to the northeast of Atlanta. Other lines represent interstates. Atlanta
city center is within the central interstate loop.
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over the city, and the other had strong topographic controls. Belo
Horizonte, a large urban region of 12 million in Brazil, exhibited a
100% increase in negative polarity flashes and a 25% decrease in percent
positive flashes over and downwind of the city from 1989–1996 (Pinto
et al. 2004). Similar findings were also reported for São Paulo, Brazil,
where flash densities increased 60–100% when moving from surround-
ing rural to urban areas (Naccarato et al. 2003). Higher urban flash
densities corresponded to the outline of urban land uses defining the
São Paulo urban region. Positive flashes declines of 7–8% were also
attributed to urban effects.

In a North American context, one of the first urban flash studies was
conducted by Westcott (1995). Using 4 years of NLDN data (1989–
1992), Wescott found that 13 of 16 cities in the central United States
had a significantly higher number of flashes (40–85%) at downwind
locations across different sizes of thunderstorms. The three cities that
did not exhibit significant increases were Detroit, Michigan, and two
cities in Ohio, Cincinnati and Toledo. Lake effects may have limited
development of urban flashes in Detroit. Cincinnati’s complex terrain
was invoked to explain its lack of flash augmentation. Wescott discussed
several mechanisms to explain the higher densities of downwind flashes,
including the size of the urban area, sulfur dioxide and aerosol concen-
trations in the atmosphere, and the proximity to geographic features
like river valleys. River valleys were hypothesized to help initiate con-
vection in the downwind direction.

For all the cities of her study, Westcott (1995) employed thunderstorm
size categories to compare patterns of flash production upwind, down-
wind and directly over each city’s urban core. Size categories were defined
by the number of flashes that fell within a given thunderstorm over a given
period of time. For example, if a flash occurred within 1 h of another
within a set radius of the city, it was considered part of the same thun-
derstorm. By examining flash distributions in groups stratified by these
production categories (1–10 flashes, 11–100 flashes, 101–1000 flashes, etc.)
the effects of individual large storms that may disproportionately contribute
to augmentation were filtered out. Other studies have followed this approach,
often by employing the number of flashes in a day as a means to standardize
comparisons of flash productivity (Stallins et al. 2006; Steiger et al. 2002).

Intensive analyses of urban lightning patterns and processes have been
conducted in Houston, Texas, as part of the HEAT (Houston Environ-
mental Aerosol Thunderstorm) Project (Orville et al. 2001; Steiger and
Orville 2003; Steiger et al. 2002). These investigations found higher flash
densities (45% overall, 58% summer only) over and downwind of the
Houston urban area based on 11 years (1989–2000) of data (Steiger et al.
2002). Positive flashes decreased by 20% during the summer months. Days
with >100 flashes contributed disproportionately to the higher downwind
flash counts (Steiger and Orville 2003). The number of flash days, the
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24-h periods in which at least a single flash occurred, was slightly higher
over Houston than in two surrounding control areas.

Atlanta has also been the location of a series of studies investigating how
urban areas modify not only lightning, but also convection and precipita-
tion (Diem 2007; Diem and Mote 2005; Mote et al. 2007; Shepherd et al.
2002; Stallins and Bentley 2006; Stallins et al. 2006; Watson and Holle
1996). Bornstein and Lin (2000) documented evidence for the urban
initiation of six convective precipitation events around the city. Dixon and
Mote (2003) found that low-level moisture and urban heat island intensity
had complex roles in the initiation of urban-induced precipitation. Diem
(2007) statistically confirmed the existence of an area of enhanced precip-
itation northeast of Atlanta. Based on visualizations of 12 years
(1992–2003) of NLDN data, average annual flash densities in Atlanta are
50–75% higher than the surrounding rural areas fringing the city (Stallins
et al. 2006). Flash densities to the northeast of Atlanta (6–8 flashes/km2/
year) are as high as those found along Georgia’s Atlantic coast. Areas with
high flash day counts (a day with at least one observed flash) in Atlanta
had many of the same calendar dates when lightning was also observed
throughout adjacent rural regions. This suggests that thunderstorms
around Atlanta produce not only more flashes but also that these flashes
accumulate on days when the larger region has conditions conducive for
lightning production.

Explanation

These aforementioned lightning studies recognize multiple causality,
whereby natural and anthropogenic factors are highly intertwined. Natural
features, like elevation and topography, can influence flash production
(Westcott 1995). Local background wind circulations (sea breezes, downslope
winds) intersect with urban properties to shape thunderstorm formation
(Chen et al. 2007; Gauthier et al. 2005; Thielen and Gadian 1997).
However, human land uses and topography may be correlated (Lo and
Yang 2002; Ueland and Warf 2006). Broadly, the mechanisms for
cloud-to-ground flash modification driven by anthropogenic factors fall
in two general categories (Orville et al. 2001; Rosenfeld and Lensky
1998; Thielen et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2002). These categories are
diffusely described in the literature and best summarized as urban
effects, rather than the more limiting expression urban ‘heat island’
effects. They are: (i) the enhancement of local wind convergence and
convection via urban atmospheric properties and surface roughness and
(ii) the modification of microphysical processes leading to cloud electrification
by air pollution. Each mechanism is not necessarily exclusive of the
other. Recently, Baik et al. (200) outlines the rationale for delineating
mechanical mechanisms (surface roughness) from those that are more
thermal in origin. Although there may be calls to separate these human
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influences on observed flash patterns from their natural counterparts,
delimiting natural from anthropogenic causal agents can be challenging.
A coupled approach, whereby the results from convective modeling and
simulation are compared to real-world flash patterns, seems to hold the
greatest potential for building and refining evidence for these mechanisms
and for discerning the relative importance of natural and anthropogenic
factors (Rozoff et al. 2003).

Even though no two urban heat islands are the same (Arnfield 2003;
Oke 1982), there are enough similarities in where and when urban flash
anomalies develop to suggest that urban atmospheric thermodynamics,
surface properties, and air pollution play strong causal roles. However, it
is mainly observational and simulation-based studies of urban convection
and precipitation that substantiate this coupling of pattern and process for
lightning. Thielen et al. (2000) found that as urban heating intensity
increases, precipitation moves closer to the source or heating. Changes in
the extent of surface roughness may induce changes in downwind precip-
itation patterns. Simulations by Baik et al. (2001) illustrated how urban
heating leads to the formation of a downwind updraft cell that increases
in intensity as the heat island intensity increases or wind speed decreases.
Updraft cells may move closer to the city center as wind speed decreases
and urban heating intensity increases. Rozoff et al. (2003) found that non-
linear interactions among the friction of urban surfaces, momentum drag,
and urban heating could induce downwind convergence. Bornstein and
LeRoy (1990) described how on days with calm regional flows, the New
York City initiated convective activity and produced a radar echo fre-
quency maximum over the city. Moving thunderstorms were observed to
bifurcate and move around New York City due to building barrier effects.
Future urban lightning studies may consider incorporating tall building
datasets (Burian et al. 2006) as proxies for the urban circulations induced
by city morphology and surface roughness.

Observed cloud-to-ground flash patterns support the findings of these
modeling and radar-based studies. Downwind augmentation of flash pro-
duction is by far the most consistent finding among urban flash studies.
Lightning is sensitive to the underlying land surface and the motion of
the thunderstorms in which they are embedded. For example, the distri-
bution of higher flash densities in São Paulo, Brazil, corresponded to the
outline of the city (Naccarato et al. 2003). Air mass thunderstorms that
arise under calmer conditions had flash density peaks that were drawn
more tightly around urban land uses in Atlanta, while moving frontal
thunderstorms had density peaks at nodes on the perimeter of the city
(Stallins and Bentley 2006). Mesoscale modeling (MM5) of land cover
influences on urban circulation for Atlanta produced three areas of con-
fluence associated with three urban temperature maxima (Craig and Bornstein
2002). Without the urban heat island component in this simulation,
wind convergence did not develop. The deepest simulated convection was
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to the northeast of the city, where increases in rainfall (Diem 2007) and
lightning (Stallins et al. 2006) have also been observed. Craig and Born-
stein’s MM5 study also observed a ring of rural wind divergence produced
from the descending outflow of urban convection initiating near the city
center. The location of these surface divergence zones outside of the city
center are reflected in a ring of decreased flash activity surrounding
Atlanta (Stallins et al. 2006).

In a simulation of how land cover change modifies convection over
Sydney, Australia, Gero and Pitman (2006) observed that an intense con-
vective storm developed within the central city only when land cover
types were included in the model. This convection was attributed to sea
breezes and increased agricultural land cover in the periphery of the city.
This suggests that other land use categories besides urban, and their
arrangement, may be a factor for defining urban atmospheric properties
(Rozoff et al. 2003). In this light, urban lightning studies should be sen-
sitive to the definitions of what defines ‘urban’ and ‘city’ (Mills 2007) as
well as the overall sensitivity of climate and weather to land use change
(Pielke 2002; Pielke et al. 2007). The concept of an isolated urban heat
‘island’ is to an extent simplistic because the type and geometry of land
uses surrounding a city will constrain the specifics of urban heating and
thermodynamically driven circulation.

Particulate matters, or aerosols, are a common component of air pol-
lution in cities. Aerosols are intrinsic to the formation of precipitation
though their role as cloud condensation nuclei. Increased anthropogenic
aerosol content in cities may influence cloud electrification by shaping
how atmospheric water droplets coalesce and are transported by updrafts
to freezing levels. At these levels, the forms of precipitation necessary for
lightning (supercooled water, graupel, hail, ice) can coexist. In this pro-
cess, increased cloud condensation nuclei slow the collision and coales-
cence of water droplets. This leads to the development of deeper updrafts
because of a delay in the formation of downward-moving precipitation.
Stronger, deeper updrafts transport more precipitable water to elevated
mixed phase levels. Under this scenario, initial suppression and delay of
precipitation may be followed by increased electrification.

Most of the evidence for these aerosol effects has been synthesized from
observations of cloud vertical temperature profiles, base heights, and
precipitation production along urban/rural and maritime/continental
transitions (Givati and Rosenfeld 2004; Kaufman et al. 2005; Lensky and
Drori 2007; Rosenfeld 2000; Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998; Shepherd
2005). The modification of lightning production via this mechanism, in
the context of observation-based research, is less developed. Radar
imagery of urban thunderstorms in Houston, Texas, has shown that flash
maxima are associated with peaks in precipitation ice mass (Gauthier et al.
2006). Recent work by Boussaton et al. (2007) found a high degree of
variability in the temporal sequencing of radar reflectivity intensity with
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lightning production. In some thunderstorm events over Paris, high
reflectivities indicative of heavy precipitation developed after peaks in
lightning production. In other storms, reflectivities peaked and then
decreased before maxima in flash production. These contrasts may be
indicative of how the variable sizes and compositions of urban aerosols
can influence cloud electrification and thunderstorm behavior.

Urban lightning studies have found significantly positive correlations
(Naccarato et al. 2003), variable correlations (Westcott 1995), and weak
correlations (Kar et al. 2007; Soriano and De Pablo 2002) between aerosol
concentrations and flash production. In part, this may reflect the resolution
of point-specific air pollution measurements (typically only a few stations
per city) relative to the wide areal distribution of flashes. More problem-
atically, pollution and aerosol abundance can be conflated with urban heat
island strength and city size. Cities with more pollution typically have
larger populations, urban areas, and thermodynamically modified urban
circulations. The role of aerosols in lightning production has been most
strongly established through studies that found a spatial correspondence
among aerosols-generating facilities, higher flash densities, and decreased
positive flashes in non-urban locations. Stallins et al. (2006) found a
decrease in the percentage of positive flashes downwind of large stretches
of a heavily traveled north-south trending interstate passing through
Atlanta, Georgia. This aerosol effect may be seen in rural areas 100 km
downwind from the congested traffic emerging out of the Atlanta city
center. Steiger and Orville (2003) detected higher flash densities and a
lowered percentage of positive flashes in the Lake Charles – Baton Rouge
Louisiana corridor. This location has a dense infrastructure of aerosol-
producing refineries and chemical production facilities, but overall low
population numbers. Urban development is slight when compared to
neighboring Houston to the west. For these non-urban locales, the spatial
association among atmospheric particulate matter, increased flash densities,
and decreases in the percent positive flashes more strongly supports a role
for aerosols and air pollution as a mechanism for generating increased flash
densities within cities.

In simulations to examine the effect of aerosols on convection, aerosol
size and relative abundance was shown to influence the timing of con-
vection and its location (Van Den Heever and Cotton 2007). Convergence
driven by urban effects on local circulation was the central factor
determining whether thunderstorms actually developed in the downwind
direction. Once they developed, aerosols influenced the amount of
liquid water and ice present in the atmosphere, the surface precipitation
totals, the strength and timing of updrafts and downdrafts, and the
longevity of updrafts. The effect of aerosols decreased with their increasing
concentration, suggesting that more heavily polluted areas may not
necessarily have greater aerosol-driven influences on precipitation and
cloud electrification.
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Methodological Considerations

Thinking about the modes of inquiry for any research topic yields a more
robust understanding of the subject under investigation. Although an
urban lightning study may seem straightforward, there are several tensions
related to the methods used and what conclusions we can make from
them. Like many kinds of inquiry, urban lightning research tends to be
polarized between a phenomenological view and a foundational view
(Casti 2002). A phenomenological view has as its goal the detection and
description of patterns. Form is prioritized. Geographers often take a
phenomenological view through their use of visualization and the practice
of data exploration (Fotheringham 1999; Hallisey 2005). Visualization
enhances the exploratory, or abductive, aspects of pattern analysis. It facil-
itates a process of learning through the creation and observation of
abstract images (Hallisey 2005). Such description is a selective account of
patterns against a background that might otherwise obscure their detec-
tion (Grimaldi and Engel 2007). One of the hazards of this phenomeno-
logical approach is that the researcher must steer clear of the fallacy of
proving the consequent, of accommodating a hypothesis by developing it
after observations have been collected (Lipton 2005; Weins 1984). Yet,
affirming the consequent can be a valid mode of inductive reasoning.
Visualization, description, inference, and hypothesis formulation recursively
inform each other to develop a contextual, yet best possible explanation
for observed patterns.

Foundational views focus on the basic physical processes. Here, process
is more important than form. The conditions or phenomena hypothesized
to explain the pattern of interest are modeled to gauge their explanatory
power. Modeling can range from regression to simulation, with a contin-
uum of ties to real-world observations. A hazard of the foundational view
is that it may emphasize instrumentalist and predictive capabilities through
its internal logic at the expense of a contextual natural philosophy (Dear
2006). Given contingencies in the interactions between urban atmos-
pheric circulation, urban land use change, and background fluctuations in
the synoptic conditions that set up thunderstorm formation, an overriding
emphasis on prediction under a foundational view presupposes that the
system is rigid and operating under rules that produce a range of expected
outcomes. More realistically, lightning production in urban areas results
from a complex intersection of variability in thunderstorm tracks, land use
patterns, local circulations, aerosol content, and topography. In this
complex systems view, data exploration and explanation via a phenome-
nological perspective may be more tractable than prediction, at least in the
early stages of research (Bradbury 2002).

A process-oriented foundational approach in an urban lightning study
might examine the internal microphysics of an urban thunderstorm with
Doppler radar over local scales in one or perhaps several thunderstorms.
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A form-based, phenomenological study might visualize multiple years of
cloud-to-ground flash strikes to document climatological trends over
broad temporal and spatial scales. Both are valid enterprises, each with
different questions and different modes of reasoning. Cross-scale integra-
tion of these two modes ties their advantages together. The HEAT
(Houston Environmental Aerosol Thunderstorm) Project in Houston,
Texas, makes use of a local ground-based flash network that can provide
flashes for individual thunderstorms as well as longer-term climatologies.
Doppler radar and radiosonde soundings are used to peer inside develop-
ing urban thunderstorms to reveal processes and mechanisms that generate
the large climatological patterns of urban flash enhancement. Ongoing
research in Atlanta by the authors takes a cross-scale approach by cluster-
ing flashes into discrete thunderstorm flash events. Each flash event is the
collection of cloud-to-ground flashes occurring with a set timeframe
(within 15 min) and within a spatial window (within 15 km). By exam-
ining single events, or groups of several events aggregated according to
their relative motion over the central city, a more scalable mode of inquiry
is possible.

Probably, one of the more basic and ultimately critical methodological
decisions to make when starting an urban lightning study is at what spatial
extent to examine urban flash patterns. The larger the spatial extent, the
greater the likelihood of introducing mesoscale to synoptic-scale variables
that shape thunderstorm types and storm tracks within the area of study
(see Gauthier et al. 2005). Larger study extents may therefore overemphasize,
or conversely, diminish the resolution of urban flash augmentation. On
the other hand, restrictive narrow extents prohibit comparisons with the
adjacent rural areas. Following Tobler’s simple yet deceptively complex
advice, near things are more related than those at a distance. In this view,
it is up to each researcher, in the context of their particular study area, to
follow a Goldilocks rule whereby the scale chosen is ‘just right’. Such a
scale is a finite area or range over which functional linkages of relevance
operate. ‘All other things being equal’ within a coupled urban–rural
corridor will hold over a limited range, and even then, imperfectly (Phil-
lips 2004). Most studies have found flash augmentation within 100 km of
the city center (Table 1). Urban precipitation anomalies may have similar
areal distributions (Mote et al. 2007). Nonetheless, areal parameters should
be different from study to study, thus requiring each investigator to reason
through (and argue for) the scales over which their investigation is conducted.

The distributional assumptions underlying the measurement and statis-
tical analysis of flash patterns are also of methodological relevance. If
flashes are considered to be a random spatial point process, independent
from each other and identically generated, flashes should have an equal
probability of occurring at any point. However, the distribution of flashes
in time and space is dependent on the distribution of thunderstorms.
Variability in the conditions that produce thunderstorms can in part
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explain the variability in annual and monthly number of lightning counts.
Thunderstorms may follow particular tracks during certain times of the
year, or change in their frequency and intensity in space and time as a
result of large-scale atmospheric oscillations like El Niño/Southern Oscil-
lation. This embeddedness of flashes, their dependence on the spatial and
temporal patterns of thunderstorms, complicates the assumption of spatial
randomness (Waller and Gotway 2004).

Consequently, when trying to ascertain flash trends it becomes neces-
sary to decouple the effects that thunderstorm frequency may have on
flash production. One method is to map flashes as densities or counts
without accounting for thunderstorm frequency. Standard deviation metrics,
from month to month, or from year to year, may then be used to shed
light on the consistency of flash production over a time period. High
standard deviations indicate that flashes and/or thunderstorms are not
uniformly distributed. Another method is to take flash counts for a given
area or pixel and divide them by the number of flash-producing events or
the number of days with flashes to derive an average value that reflects
frequency (number of events, or thunderstorms) as well as intensity
(number of flashes). A third method is to utilize mean intensity functions.
Mean intensity functions sum the mean rate of occurrence of lightning
per day per thunderstorm at a given location and time. They can then be
applied spatially through a kernel estimator to develop a measure of flash
intensity (number of flashes) that accounts for thunderstorm frequency
(Ntelekos et al. 2007).

Geographic information systems (GIS) provide another method by
using space as an alternative way to combine flash counts and thunderstorm
frequency. Rather than folding intensity and frequency into each other on
a single map as with the mean intensity function, intensity and frequency
variables in GIS can be deployed simultaneously and analyzed spatially. The

Table 1. Study area extents employed in several urban lightning investigations

Cities Metro population 
(millions)

Urban–rural 
flash extent (km)

Study area 
extent (km)

São Paulo, Brazil 
(Naccarato et al. 2003)

17.7 150 × 100 300 × 200

Houston, Texas 
(Steiger et al. 2002)

4.7 75 × 75 250 × 250

Atlanta, Georgia 
(Stallins et al. 2006)

4.2 50 × 50 160 × 160

Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
(Pinto et al. 2004)

2.5 45 × 60 100 × 120

Bilbao, Spain 
(Areito et al. 2001)

0.4 50 × 50 150 × 150
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mean intensity function produces only an intensity map; GIS can be used
to perform overlays, intersections, and unions of intensity and frequency
data and to develop integrated metrics. In Stallins and Bentley (2006),
intensity and frequency were fused through a spatial intersection to isolate
a hotspot experiencing large number of days with flashes and high flash
counts. For the scholar undertaking an urban lightning study, they will
find that very little has been written on the statistical nature of lightning,
and specifying its distributional properties remains a challenge (Ntelekos
et al. 2007).

Future Research

Research that explicitly integrates aerosol data with urban flash data is
underdeveloped. Epidemiological studies that monitor particulate matter
concentration in detail (Hansen et al. 2006; Peel et al. 2007) may be
worthwhile air pollution data sources to complement routine regulatory
air pollution sampling conducted by environmental protection agencies.
Epidemiological studies can provide detailed information about composition
of urban pollutants, which may be as important as the size of particles in
the non-inductive charge separation process (Jungwirth et al. 2005). For
example, smoke from forest fires has been linked to increased positive flash
activity, while urban areas and their air pollution characteristics are linked
to decreased positive flash activity (Fernandes et al. 2006). These differences
may be attributable to contrasts in the diameter and/or the composition
of the aerosols. Even pollen concentration and type may influence the
non-inductive charge separation process by functioning as condensation
ice nuclei at relatively warm temperatures (Diehl et al. 2001).

Most of the research on how urban areas modify convective phenomena
has focused mainly on precipitation (Shepherd 2005). Because lightning
ultimately originates from same mechanisms that produce rain, there is a
need to assess urban precipitation and flash production conjointly. Areas
of high rainfall in Atlanta (Diem 2007; Diem and Mote 2005) roughly
coincide with an area of increased flash production in the northeast
(downwind) side of the city (Stallins et al. 2006). More detailed mapping
of precipitation and lightning onset within storms tracking across the city
would be one way to examine the variability in the temporal sequencing
of radar reflectivity and flash production. Yet, to date, there are no studies
that have fused urban precipitation and flash data with the explicit goal
of elucidating the mechanisms of urban thunderstorm modification,
although studies by Boussaton et al. (2007) and Ntelekos et al. (2007) have
opened initial inroads. Several related questions emerge from this potential
integration. Because of aerosols: (i) is their more variability in the cou-
pling of precipitation and flash production in urban thunderstorms? (ii)
how do the peaks in precipitation and lightning production coincide
geographically? and (iii) how do factors that influence the abundance of
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aerosols (like day of the week, traffic volume, and dust-producing
drought) influence rain and flash production?

Along another research track, hazards scholars may find it insightful to
consider the risks emerging from high frequency, low-intensity weather
phenomena like urban lightning. A city shapes its own hazards through
its propensity to modify local weather. The contingent distribution of land
uses and local topography, in terms of their geometry relative to storm
tracks and predominant winds, influences the distribution of hazards.
Furthermore, there is a need to incorporate urban flash patterns into public
safety and infrastructure planning. Many industries and research centers
have electrically sensitive operations whose interruption can be costly if
not catastrophic. Although figures are difficult to obtain and integrate, the
costs of airport closures, electrical outages, and fires in flash-prone urban
and fringing suburban areas may be immense. Urban lightning may be a
significantly underestimated liability for maintaining sophisticated technol-
ogies in densely built and occupied regions prone to thunderstorms.

The Geographic Perspective

Urban lightning research is still in the descriptive, pattern-identifying
stage, with some inroads into mechanism. Without the identification of
patterns, there is no basis or direction for the exploration of mechanism.
Pattern analysis can collectively steer inquiry toward insights into process
and mechanism. Description, from simple observation to more advanced
visualizations, remains highly valued in science (Grimaldi and Engel 2007;
Schroder and Seppelt 2006). So long as one does not make undue or hasty
claims as to the finality of driving mechanisms, geographical research on
urban lightning provides patterns – maps, visualizations, trends – to fuel
mechanistic, process-based verifications. Yet, the geographic approach is
not forbidden from informing mechanism. At first glance, phenomeno-
logical–geographical approaches may seem to be severely limited in their
search for mechanism. But by framing the coupled atmosphere-surface
system of a city as a model (see Creager et al. 2007) from which to run
flash mapping scenarios of different combinations of wind directions,
dates, times, levels of air pollution, and synoptic conditions, one can test
hypotheses about where flashes might develop in order to support or
refute mechanisms. Establishing causality for some researchers will neces-
sitate controlled experiments and observations of microphysical processes
on small temporal and spatial scales. For other disciplines, larger scales of
observational evidence are more complete. The conciliatory interpretation
is that both sides of the causality spectrum recursively inform each other.

To lessen the temptations and criticisms of proving the consequent,
more emphasis should be placed on making geographic comparisons. An
example of this is found in the deployment of a ‘synoptic’ comparative
approach (Phillips 2001). ‘Synoptic’ used in this sense does not imply
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synoptic meteorology, at least not directly, although synoptic meteorology
is an excellent example of this approach. It refers to a manner of conducting
research that is sensitive to the way local contingencies influence patterns
within the context of more geographically consistent deterministic mech-
anisms. For example, the microphysical processes of precipitation formation
proceed in a deterministic fashion at any location. However, the spatial
and temporal contingencies of aerosol content, moisture availability, and
boundary-layer instability are the more geographically variable phenom-
ena that constrain thunderstorm formation and lightning production.
Replicate methodologies employed in several cities, as well as comparisons
of results from methodologies evolving from individual city-specific
studies, are both viable means to reveal this interplay of determinism and
contingency.

Gauthier et al. (2006) admonish that causal explanations of lightning
anomalies have to explain either increased frequency and/or intensity
of convection that must then be related to enhancement of precipitable
ice mass and lightning production. However, a single researcher should
not be expected to substantiate independently all the links in this
causal chain in order for their research to have merit. Pragmatic
approaches, in which a pluralism of methods and goals are practiced
by researchers with different levels of experience (and funding) is more
likely to lead to collective insight and progress than a single, best-
method-for-all approach. Even so, the remark by Gauthier et al.
(2006) underscores the need for more understanding of the indirect
and direct mechanisms and a tighter coupling between phenomeno-
logical pattern studies and foundational process studies.

Cities exemplify the overall sensitivity of the atmosphere to human
impacts. In fact, urban climate change can be seen as an analog for
global climate change (Changnon 1992; Mills 2007; Price and Rind
1994). This is stated not so much in the sense that urban populations
and their material habits contribute sizeably to anthropogenic CO2

concentration, although they certainly do (Grimmond 2007). It is that
urban climates have undergone considerably rapid and focused envi-
ronmental change in light of the pervasive urbanization and suburban-
ization of the last and present century. The United Nations projects
that in 2008, for the first time in history, more than half its human
population, 3.3 billion people, will be living in urban areas. By 2030,
almost five billion people are projected to be urban dwellers (United
Nations Population Fund 2007). Based on an integration of global and
regional climate simulations, large cities like Atlanta or New York City
may experience more frequent severe thunderstorms in the late 21st
century (Trapp et al. 2007). Given these historical trends and hypoth-
esized futures, urban lightning studies provide observational evidence
of how convection may play out on a planet with an increasingly
anthropogenic atmosphere.
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